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I -  INTRODUCTION 

The pricing of the products or services provided-by a 	. , 

.public utility such as an electric power or telephone company : 

may be usefully decomposed into two problems- One  is  thé over- 
, 

.,all level of prices charged by the utility.  The  other is the 

structure of relative prices, that is the prices charged for 	• 

different services, - tO different classes of customers, or for 	: 
. 	. 

• -'aifferent levels of use. • , 	. 

A.  substantial measure - of agreement has . been.reached with :. 

regard to the first problem.  It  is widely if not generally 	. 

11,

'accepted that  the  overall level of prices charged by a public 

'utility.should provide the firm with a total revenue that . 	 . , 	 .
•

. 
. 	'Covers all costs including the cost of capital. The last is a 

- return on -  capital that allows -the utility to raise the capital - 

needed to meet the demand.for service.  Not  only is there  agree-

ment in principle cn the goal of regulatory policy with regard -- 

to the overall level of prices, but there is also substantial : 

., agreement on the implementation of the policy. Aagregate  re- 

venues and costs other than the cost of capital can be measured. 

with -a high degree of accuracy, and differences in expert 

opinion. onhow one measures a public utility's cost of capital 



are relatively modest.— The_only grounds for  questioning thià- 

solution  to  the - problem of determining the overall level of' 

priCes is the fear that cost plus pricing does not provide - 

utility managements with adequate incentive for 'efficient . oper- • 

. ations. Mlat may be considered an alternative policy, there-

fore is the above policy .with regulatory lag. - 

,Historically, there have been  two  broad approaches to:the •- 

.problem of relative prices or rate •design as it is sometimes 

One approach is cost and the other.approach or - principle 

in rate design has been welfare defined in .some way. 

The advocates of cost as a basis for setting relative ,prices, 

however, have not been able to reach agreement on the appropri-

ate cost concept and how it should be measured. Economists have 

typically advocated the use of marginal cost on the grounds that 

•it results in the most efficient allocation of resources. How-

ever, if average and marginal costs are not equal regardless of 

the level of output, which is typically the case, marginal cost  • 

•conflicts weith the overall level of prices criterion set forth 

earlier. Baumol and Bradford have established how prices should 

depart from marginal costs to satisfy the constraint that total 

revenues equal total costs including the cost of capital with 

1/
For a comprehensive treatment of the subject see M,'J. - Gordon, 

The Cost of Capital .to a Public Utility, • East Lansing, Michigan 
State Press, -  1974, and 



the optimality criterion in setting price the same as that - 

used to justify marginal cost pricing. 	 • 

The very formidable problems in developing marginal cost 

prices or the Baumol-Bradford Modifications to marginal cost 

prices have led to the advocacy of a considerable simplication . 

that may be called incremental cost pricing'. 'However, serious 

meaeurement problems réMaih, and the fear that the utility•may ex-

ploit the measurement problems to serve other - goals in pricing 

plus pimple and poWerful equity considerations provide a rational.e• 

for fully distributed or average cost-as a Pricing principle. 

'Part II below will carefully examine the arguments both . 

theoretical and practical for and against each of these cost ' 

based pricing principles. In addition, a:section will be 'd.e7. • ' 

voted to peak load pricing, a'special.case of marginal cost 

pricing,that is particularly relevant to public utilities - due 

to their very large capacity costs:and the uneven use of this . 

capacity over the day, Week and year. 	 : 

• . 	Part III will bedevoted to two pricing principles in whi.Ch 

e .cost does.not determine price. One PrinCiple, which is called 

market development pricing, is shown to be optimal from•the 	• 

viewpoint of the owners and management of the utility. Another • 

principle, which is called social welfare pricing, goes beyond 

•the rationale for marginal cost pricing in recognizing equality 
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in the distribution of income among others as goals of public 	. 

• • • policy. 

Part IV begins with an attempt to develop the policy•im-

plications.of balanciilg the arguments for and against each of. 

the pricing principles developed earlier. The conclusions 

_reached are then applied to.a number of -specific pricing policy 

problems. They are, the pricing of residential exchange ser- 

vice, the terms under which:,a utility 'should be allowed to engage 

in . other lines of business, and the oricing- of international toll 

• calls. 



II COST BASED PRICING POLICIES 
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1. Marginal Cost Pricing  

When economists treat the subject of relative prices on 

. a• theoretical level, there is wide agreement among them that 	• 

' 

	

	the price . of each product Should be equal  toits Marginal cost 

of production. At first glance this position has considerable : 

• . intuitive merit .  It is reasonable to assume that the customer 
. 	 . _ 

' - 	of,--a - public utility takes the- price charged:as independent of 
. 	 . _ 

thé quantity he consumes. • In-that event he buys the quantity . 
. 	 . 
. . . 	that 'equates the value to him of the marginal unit purchased 

with its price, which is the cost to hiM. Consequently, if the . 

- 	• price is above (beleiw) the marginal cost of production, it cost 

more (less).  to provide the consumer with the unit than its 

:. value•to him. 	• 	 • • . 	 . . 	 . 	. 

It can then be shOwn that if price is equal to marginal 	• .• 

cost-  for  all other products purchased by consUmers, a Price  

different from marginal cost for the utility service results in.: 

'',' (an inefficient allocation of resources. Specifically, a Price 

above marginal cost means that a consumer of this service could 

•be made better .off Without making anyone else worse off by giv-

ing him an additional unit  of the service -  and reducing his çon-
. 	. 

sumption and the production of all other_products by an amount 

-• equal to the - marginal cost of Producing a unit of the service. . 

0 
. Conversely, with price below marginal cost for the service,  : 
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a consumer. is made better off with no harm to anyone : else, if 

II his consumption . is  reduced by one unit, and the resources freedi 

'are used to. provide him with the quantities of all other pro- 

' . . 	ducts that cost the same amount to produce. 	 . 

. 	. However, it does not follow. that setting the price of . the 

service equal to its - marginal cost will make its consumers bet- 

, 	ter off and lêaveallother consumers as well off as they would 

be under scime other price. 'As indicated earlier; a necessary 

condition for this conclusion is that the prices of all other 

. products and of all factorS of production are equal to their 
• 

marginal costs. Insofar as this condition is not.satisfied,, 

:: 	. and it is à very strict condition, ye, cannot say whether the 

- 

	

	above'change'.in the consumption menu of the utility-consumers 

will or will not have the intended COnseqUences. 27  
11, 	

. 

. There is an even more difficult problem. The consumer .. 

..- 

	

	of a .utility service is made better (worse) off by an increase 

(decrease') in his consumption of the service  when marginal cost 

Y is below (above) the price of the service.  However, a - regulator  

agency:does not determine the conSumption decisions of'its cus 

• tomers directly. The'desired change in consumption can only be 

- i,'" f accomplished.by changing the price of.the utility service. A . 

change in the price of this service with all other product 

prices left unchanged will also involve a transfer of income 

between the owners and customers of the utility. 

- 1/ E.GFurnbOtn and .T.R.Savings,-"The Theory .of the ''F,cond 
and thé Efficiency of marainal Cost Pricinc" in Harr,.I.Tre;)inci, 
Ed.i Essays on Public Utility'Pricing and Regulation, Michigan. 
State University, 1971, pp. 31-59. 	 • • 



The problem is illustrated  ii Figure  I where MC is.the-

marginal • ost Of the product, AC.is the average coSt, and AR  

is the demand curve for all. consuMers treated as one person 

for simplicity. Let the price be initially equal to average, 

coSt at the output where AC and AR intersect.  Th è consumer 

buys the quantity Qi ,.at price pi., and the area under . the 

demand curve to-the left of Q
1 

is the value of  what he-re7 

ceives.. The consumers net benefit  or cOnstimer surplUs is the 
, 

. 	area-under the demand.cUrve to  the left of Q1  less P1 JQ10,  
. 	. 

.which is What hé pays for Q - A reduction in price to.P2=MC-  . 	 l' 	• 

, 	increases consumer surplus  by PiJK9 P 2 . 	However, the reduC- - 
' 

Ili tion in the price from P
1 

to'P
2 
causes'the Owners•of the firm 

. to suffer a . loss'or reduction in 'their welfare equal to pi jLp 2 . 

Consumers  are better off, the owners are worse off. The sum Of 

producer and Consumer surplus is increased by the triangle JLK, . 

• but we cannot say whether.society is better or Worse off on 

. 	balance without makina interpersonal comparisons of welfare, If ' 

:MC.were an increasing function of output s so that AC=AR at a price 

below MC, a change. in price from AÇ to MC would involve a trans- - 

fer of income from consumers-to owners. .. 
, 

The. theoretical literature on relative prices, nonetheless 

looks on price equal to marginal cost as ."PaXeto . .optimal" on ' _ 

, 	the grounds that there is a tax or subsidy on each member of . 

society which, when combined with a change in. the price of a 



FIGURE 

Measurement of Consumer Surplus  

1••nn• 

f  
q, 
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111, prOduct from any other figure td its marginal Cost, will in- • 
crease the welfare of one or more memgbers while leavinq every-- 

. one else as well off as - they.yere before. 

- 	' It would seem difficult to question a policy that makes onè 

or more•persons better off while leaving everyone else as 'well 

off as before. However, no one pretends that the taXes and sub-

sidies necessary to make everyone as well or better off under 

• • Pareto optimal prices•than they would be under. any specified set. . 	. 

- of 'other prices can in faCt .  be  determined and levied. .The i 

• 

fdrmational requirements of the policy are staggering. The re-

quired tax or subsidy will vary from one person to the next de- . 

 pending on his demand and supply conditions for every product 

and factor of production and the cl.emand and supply conditions 

of all other persons. If anyone had this information, we could 

dispense with the price system altogether and distribute outputs 

and tasks by administrative fiat. No one even suggests let alone 

attempts the determination of the required taxes and subsidies. 

.All we have is the knowledge that a set of taxes and subisdies 

exist which could make one or more persons better off and leave 

à 

• f  no one worse off with Pareto optimal prices than with a set of 

different prites. Note, however, that with each set of alterna-

tive prices a different set of taxes and subsidies is required, 

and the alternatives to a price equal to marginal cost are quite 

numerdus. 
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There is an alternative defense for marginal cost pricing 

that is both less demanding and less satisfying than the one 

presented above. There also is another and more prosaic ob-

jection to marginal cost pricing. Both are taken up in the 

following section. 
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2. The Baumol Bradford Solution 

• 

• 

What are the 'consequences of setting the prices charged bài • 

a utility equal to .marginal coSts even though we must abandon 

the taxes and subsidies needed to insure that no one is worse 

off than he would be under some other set of prices? If the 

utility operates under conditions of decreasing costs, an over-

all price level_equal to marginal Cost will result in a loss and 

- the capital required to  met the demand for Service will not be-• ' 

sUpplied. If the utility Operates under increasing costs, an 

overall price level equal to,  marginal cost will result in a re-' 

:turn on capital in excess of that 'required to meet the demand 

for .service. In the former' case .a Subsidy is required to obtain 

the desired output. In the latter case a tax is required if • 

excess profits to the owners of the utility are considered un-

desirable. We will not Consider whether marginal cost pricing 

-plus-a-company.subsidy or tax, dePending oh whether the utility 

:operates under decreasina or increasing costs,is optimal policy. 

The problem' iS difficult to resolve on a theoretical,level,.but 

( it may be rejected on the more•prosaic grounds that•accepted public 

policy is to not use taxes and subsidies to control.the profits 

of a public. utility. Rather as stated at the outset, prices . • 

.charged in the aggregate should cover all the costs incurred by . 

1/ 
— A problem posed by the policy is to find a tax or . 7,i2 ,,..that 
does not cause some other price to depart from the idarinal cost 
of the product'or service. 	• 

1/ 
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• 
a utility including its cost of capital. 

Our prbblem is;.therefore, .the optimal structure of rela-. 

 tive prices charged by a utility 	Prices in the aggre- 

gate satisfying the constraint that total revenues are equal  to  

total costs including the cost of capital. Baumol and Bradford • 

provide a sOlutioh to this problem under*the assumption that . 

prices equal to marginal costs-would be optimal if the con- 
• 

straint were not binding. They-showed that:. 
• • 

Pareto optimal utilization of reSources in the presence . 
" of an absolute profit constraint requires (considering 
substitution effects alone) that all outputs be reduced. 

* by . the,same proportion from the quantities that would be 
. 	• 

 
•.demand at prices' equal to the corresponding marginal costs, 

'•  The rule.takês an even simpler form in. the event cross 
• elasticities of demand are zero. It then requires that each 

price be set so that its percentage deviation from marginal 
cbst is inversely proportionate to . the  items  price elasti-7 
city of demand. According to this result, the social wel-
fare will'beiserved moSt effectivelv .  not by setting prices 
equal or even proportionate to marginal .costs, but by caus-
ing unequal deviations in which items with êlastic demands • 

. are priced at levels close to their marginal costs.. .The 
priCes of items whose demands are inelastic diverge from-
their marginal costs by relatively wider margins. 1( ' 

On the assumption that cross elasticities of demand are r 

latively unimportant we will concentrate on the simpler and more 

e informatiVe rule. It states that price should be very close to 

marginal cost for a utility ,  product or service with a demand that 

is highly price elastic, and the price should exceed marginal cost 

by a wide margin for products subject to inelastic demand. 

1/ 
W.J. Baumol and Q.F. Bradford, "Optimal Denartures from Marginal 

- Cost Pricing," American Economic Review, (June 1970) pp.  
L. 
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• 

This rule ià valid if consumer • surplus can be used tomake': 

interpersonal coMparisons of welfare... That is the welfare of 

the utility's consumers in the aggregte  ±1  maximized by the 

Baumol .-Bradford rule for setting relative'prices, if increasing 

. one person.'s  consumer surplus by $10 and reducing anether per-

Son's consumer surplus by $9 increases their coMbined welfare. . 

To illustrate the argument. that leads to this conclusion 

and make précise what is meant by consulter  surplus, assume that 
. 	. 

à utility provides twO services A and B. The demand curves for' 

the  two 'products are AA' and BB 1 ,, and the marginal cOst for *both 

is thè MC curve in Figure 2. .To simplify the exposition Figure 

2. is drawn so that both demand curves intersect the MC curve at: .  

• the same point K. 

Assume that , the utility must have a reVenue.in excess of 

the marginal coSt of producing A and B equal to.the sum of the 

rectangles PJLM and PR5M. A price for both services equal- to 

will generate the required  revenue andcharge the.consumers 

of both services prices that bear the sàme relation to marginal 

cost. 	 • 

Raising the price of A from M to P reduces consumer surnlus 

by PJKM and raises producer surplus by PJLM. There is a net re-

duction in the suri of producer and consumer surplus of JLK. The 

analogous geometry for service B results in a reduction of the 

sum of producer and consumer surplus of only RSK. 
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FIGURE 2 

Impact of Baumol-Bradford Pricïnci  

on Consumer Surplus  

QuantitY 
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• 

The reason why the Same percentage rise in the price of 

B as of A.results in-asmallèr reduction in consumer-producer 

Surplus is the greater price elasticity of 'demand for A. It. 

follows that a larger rise  in.. the  price of 'B and a sinaller rise : 

in the  price of A can generate the same income to the  utility .and 

a smaller reduction in conumer surplus. -Specifically a rise  in 

the  pride of B to P
B 
and a rise in the price of A to PA  generates 

the same utility income and.reduces consumer-producer surplus 

'by only .TVK plus UVK. 	 • 

- 	The prices P 
A 
 and P result in the same percentage redùction 

in 	

.  

tbe output of both services'and'they minimize the reduction 

in ponsuMer producer surplus that Provides producers_with the 

required  net income. - However, the price of B is considerablY, 

'higher'than the prica of A, and it is clear that.consumers of H 

B are, worse  off • and consumers  of  A are better off with prices 	- 

and•P
A 
 than they Would be under a price, of P. 

A simple numerical example mav further illustrate the issue. 

Assume that ten loaves of bread and  one  pound of steak both haVe 

a marginal.cost of production of $3.00. Also, assume" that as:a 

consequence of govertment policy bread sells for twenty"cents :- 

a loaf and'steak sells for $4.00 pèr pound. Finally/  assume 

that  if the governmentf)olicy is changed to make-the ;  prices of. 

bread and steak both equal to their marginal costs,-ten Mr. 

Smiths each reduce their consumption  .of  bread by one loaf,. and  • 
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• 
Mr. - Jonès consumes one more pound of steak. - The ten loaves'of 

bread that the Smiths give up are worth only $2,00 to them and 

the steak that M.r.  Jones acquires is worth $4.00 to him, and _ 

' • consumer surplus in the.aggregate• is increased. 

A.further'consequence of'thecharige - in  the relative prices_ 

.of ten loaves of bread and a pound of steak to $3.00 eacb iS that 

the Smiths pay a - lot more for the bread they continue to consume. 

and Mr,-  Jones pays a lot less for the steak he continues to con 

-%Ume. It is perfectly clear that setting prices to maximize con-
--  

.• 	•sumer surplus without regard -for the distribution of income'may 

.be an elegant ratiônale for making the rich richer'at . the expense 

gib Of the poor. 	 • 

The conclusion that follows is that marginal cost pricing 

or the departures from marginal cost pricing to satisfy a profi t . 

constraint advocatedloY Baum(51 and Bradford maximize :consumer 

welfare only if consumer welfare is-independent of the distribu- • 

t.ion Of inCome among consumers .  This is a very brave statement. 

The  primary defense'for the statement .is that every set of re-

lative. prices involves a-different distribution of incomei and 

unless we abstract from the distribution of income, there is 

nothing economists can say about the relative merits of different 

' sets of relative prices. 

What this means is that maximizing consumer surplus in the 

aggregate has some merit when the distribution of income is about 

• • 

• 
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• 
equal or when the decision maker is.indifferent to. the distri- 

bution of income. The first condition does not hold and the 

second one does not seem reasonable. Information about the , 

consumers of a utility's various products or services might 

we11 persuade an intelligent and responsible regulatory body 

to depart from the Baumol-Bradford solution to the problem 

of relative prices. 

It remains true that where Baumol-Bradford pricing is 

- -neutral with regard to the distribution of income, it provides 
• 

a desirable criterion in setting relative nrices. However, the 

practiCal problems of implementtion mày be even more daffiaging 

than 'the  distribution  of:income objections just raised: To 

set.th'e.  price of each service egual'to - its marginal cost or to 

arrive at the Mumol-Bradford relation between -price and mar-

ginal cost, one must estimate the ftinctional relation between 

the total cost of providing all telecommunication services and 

the output of the particular service for all possible output 

levels of every other service. 

In addition, the relation between the demand for each 

service and its price must be estimated. This is adequate if 

the demand for each service is independent of the urices of all 

other services, which of course will rarely be true. With non- 

zero cross elasticities of demand, the demand for each service 
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ie a function of-its price and the prices of allsother services.. 

In short, this . pricing.policy requires the estimation of a oom-

.pany'stotal cost as a fUnction of the output of each service . 

for all possible combinatiohs of the output Of all other ser-

vices and the 'estimation of the demand for each service asa 

function of its price and ail  other Prices.  It can be stated 

quite categorically,  that this is an impossible task without'sim. 

plifications Of the problem which are So gross as tO make the 

-iconclusionsreached highly questionable. . 
- 
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3. Incremental Cot Pricing 

.The formidable measurement'problems involved in implement-

ing marginal cost pricing and the Baumol-Bradford modification 

• of marginal coSt pricing has.led to the advocacy of a simpli-. 

fication that will be called incremental cost pricing here. 

Briefly, the rule is that the price of.a service is satis-

factory if.it provides•some margin of profit over all costs 

. that would not be avoided:if the .service were eliminated. 

Baumol. stated - the rule as follows -: 

• • .An operation is a benefit and not a burden to the 
•firm if it permits the firm td serve the  customers for 
its other services more cheaply. ' If that service brings 
in to the company more than  it adds - to the company's cost 
of operation, then it makes a net reduction in the fixed 
cost burden which the commany must somehow meet if it is 

• to discontinue in operation. Thus; the operation must -  be 
. beneficial,  if the service's 'total revenues exceed its 
total avoidable .cost -- the outlays that the company would 
save.if this part of its operation were closed down.1/ 

This pricing principle is not advocated for all utility 

services. . It is proposed only for what:are called competitive 

'services, those which might conceivably be eliminated without 

f eliminating telecommunication -«serVice for all.practical pur- 

poses,: Local exchange.service and perhaps long distance toll. 

I/ 
W.J. Baumol, "Rate Making: Incremental Costing and Equity 

Considerations," in Harry M. Trebing, .Editor, Essays on Public  
Utility Pricing and  Regulation,  Michigan State University, Press, . 
'East  Lansing,  Michigan, 1971. pp. 137-50. 	. • 	. 	• 
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services are Considered basic services and would not bé priced 

in • this way. Services such as WATS, PBX equipment, and data 

transmission are considered .competitive services, 

The Second point to.note is that incremental cost pricing 

.is not a rule for arriving at the -price. of a service. Tt'is a. 

.rule for deciding whether or not a pricè is satisfactory. A. 

price that covers incremental cost plus some margin-of profit. : 

is satisfactory, while a price that• fails to provide a positive., 

---eontributiOn to covering the costs of other services is un- 

satisfactory. Depending on the cost and demand characteristics. 

of the service a lower or a higher price may provide a larger 

profit contribution, but there is norequirement that the price 

maximize the service's profit or contribution to covering the 

cost of other services. 
• 

There also is ameasurement problem in implementing the 

principle. The costs that may be avoided by eliminating the 

service depend on the time horizon used. Costs that are fixed 

'in the short run are variable in the long run. In the very long 

run the incremental costs of providing the service should not 

• 	. 	f 

differ from the fully distributed or average full cost of 'pro- 

viding the service. Given the high proportion of fixed and 

joint costs in telecommunication services . , one can obtain practi-

cally any desired cost figure by the appropriate choice of time 

horizon. 
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A related measureffient problem is the identification of 	• 

•all the costs requiredto Provide the service.  There are two 

approaches to the.identification of the cost incurred in pro-

viding a service. One is . to  take all the costs incurred by . a. 

firm and assign them on a fully distributed or incremental 

gast basis to all thé services or to an unassigned residual. 

The  other approach is to take 'a particular service and solely 

.ask what'costs are incremental to that service. The latter 

approach runs the serious riSk of failing'-to identify all the 

costs that are incremental to the service. . • 

. Incremental cost:pricing has bèen advocate d  by teleconi-

'munication carriers in order to provide an acceptable rationale 

for pricing certain services at-prices' below their fully dis-

-tributed cost. Reasons why a company might wish to do so' are 	• 

presented later in the section on market development•pricing. 

We have just seen how . the'nroblems of cost measurement, both the 

time horizon used and the identification of costs can lead to 

the underestimation Of costs: Demand measurement poses a-simi 

lar problem.- The.requirement that price covers incremental cost 

plus a. profit.should be interpreted to mean that incremental 

revenues Cover incremental costs plus a profit. Incremental 

revenues on a competitive service are equal to the service's • 

total revenues only,if there'is no cross7elasticity of demand - ' 

with 'other .  servides. If the" elimination of the service will in-

'crease the.demand for other  services the incremental revenues 
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are the total revenues less the redubed revenues ôn the other 

:services. The profit .contribution .of the serviceis its revenues •  

less the incremental cost of - providing the service and the'in-

creased profit on other services that would be earned by elimin-

ating this service. Hence with incremental cost pricing'as With 

marginal cost pricing, it is necessary to estimate the variation 

in revenue and cost on Other services - as a consequence of chang-

ing the output and price of the service in:question. 

• 
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4. Peak Load Pricing  

*Public utility operations typically require a *very large 

« 

	

	investment in plant facilities, and the use of  these facilities 

mi  vary widely over the course of the day, week or year, 

particularly if the price charged is independent of the time 

of use. With the facility idle or underutilized part of the: 

time the capital cost of the off-peak-uSe of the facility is 

apro on An incremental cost basis. Charging a'different price 
_. 	. 	. 

2.. ' depending on when the facility is used may be justified  on . 

S. 
 grounds' of 'equity as well as the efficiency arguments of -rrer-

, 
. ginal cdst pricing. 	 . 

To illustrate the problem, assume that a day may be divided 

into three equal periods, and a unit of capacity may be used in•

each of the three periods. Also,  let the relation between the 

quantity purchased and theiprice •neach of the three periods be: 

as represented by the three demand curves in Figure 3. For in-

stance, in period one 
.C1'1 

is the quantity that would be purchased-

at a price P and.the revenue that would be generated by sales' 
e  

during that period is PQ 1 . For simplicity we assume that all 

costs other than the depreciation and required return on the 

plant facility are zero, and the cost of the facility per unit 

of capacity is C. 
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FIGURE 3 

Peak Load Pricing  
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If the price of the service is set at P, the.Period 3 

 .demand and the required capacity will be equal to Q
3

. The 

capacity cost will be CQ3 , and the contribution to covering 

capacity cost and profit in the three periods will be the Sum 

of 	
1 

PQ'
1 
 PQ and PO

3
. Under:the assumed-demand conditions and . 	-  

the price P, total revenue exceeds the capacity cost CQ 3 . A 	- 

.reduction in price will raise the demand more or less in each 

an.d-the rise' in demand dUring period 3, the peak period, 

• will  increase capacity cost by C times the increased demand 

during the peak period. Total revenue will rise or fall depend-

0 ing on the elasticity of demand in the three periods, but under 

• reasonable assumptions with regafd to elasticity of demand total 
_ 

revenue will fall with price or increase less rapidly than the 

• capacity cost of meeting the demand. Hence, there'is some price 

 P
* 
at which total revenue is equal to capacity costs at a capa- 

city which satisfies period 3 demand. 

A policy of setting price equal to average full cost re- 

sults in a price of P* in each period. At that price capacity 

* 
cost will be CQ3  and total revenue will be P

* 
 [Q1  + Q2  + Q 3 ] 

, 	( 
equal to CQ

3' 
At any other price total revenue will be above 

or below total costs. It is also clear'that at a price of P * 

 output is substantially below capacity in periods 2 and 3. 

Steiner and Boitéaux proposed the following solution,to 

the peak-load, pricing problem.-
-1/ 
 Set the price for sales in eaCh• 

I/ 
— Peter 0. Steiner, "Peak Load Pricing Revisited" in Harry M. Trcb•-• 
bing, op. cit., pp. 3-21 and M. Boiteaux, 'Peak Load Pricing": 
Journal of Business,  1960, pp. 157-79. 
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period so that it results in the maximum use of the facility 

up to capacity. To illustrate, if a capacity of Q3  is avail-

able, set the price in each period at the intersection of the 

period's demand curve and the vertical line at Q
3
. Since 

there is no positive price at which demand in period one 

equals Q
3' 

the price in period one is zero, and the price in 

periods two and three are P2  and P respectivelv. 

The revenue generated under the above priceS  are Q3  P2 

 plus Q3 P. If these revenues are aboVe the capacity costs., 

•1 	 • 

• 

Q
3
C, the existing capital stock combined with the Steiner- • 

Boiteaux pricing rule generates a return in excess of the' 

• cost of capital. A rise in the  capital stock combined with 

a.reduction in the priceb in periods 2 'and 3 will:reduce. the . 

.ekCess return.. Under reasonable assumOtions mith regard to 

the elasticity of demand, there iS some stock of capital  at - 

which the Steiner-Boiteaux pric,es generate total revenues eqUal 

to  total  costs including the cost of capital. 

This set of pricesSatisfies tWo pricing criteria. One -  . 

. is the total revenue equal. to total cost Criterion .  The other 

is.the efficiency in the allocation Of rèsources criterion of 

maximizing  consumer surplus. Both a uniform price P * •and the - 

three prices,  zero, P 2  and P generate revenues equal.to  the 

• - cost of the capacity that.they require but the latter set of 

prices - is superior. The reduction in price below P for periods 

. one and two increases use without increasing capacity cost while 
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the higher price in period three reduces the capacity require- 
. 
ment:and cost. 

The increase in consumer welfare from the Steiner-Boiteaux 

price discrimination may be demonstrated as follows. Reducing 

the peried one price from P *  to zero increases the welfare Of 

period one consumers by the area of P*ABO. The welfare of'other 

consumers or the owners - is reduced'by-  the losS in revenue from . 

the - price .  reduction,• Which is P*ADO. The net gain is the tri-

angle ADB. Notice ,that there is po - cost to .seciety of providing 

the additional output to the:period one-consumers, Since they • 

are using excess - capacity. A similar calculation would show 

that there is a net gain  to Society from reducing the period . 2 

price'from-P* to P2 . 	• 	• 	. 

'• • Raising the price to period 3 consumers from P* to P reduces 

theirwelfare by the-area of PFEP*, but ethers gain the .transfer 

of  income egilal to the area PFGP* So that  the net loss is only 

FGE. However, the price increase reduces the capacity require- - 

ments from Q* to 
-3 
 Q and eliminating the cost of providing thiS 

CaPaeity.increases social welfare by C(0*-Q 3- ). This exceeds 

thé  area FGE'so that this price change - is also socially beneficial. 

_It is clear that peak load pricing is - highlY beneficial - 

beth by increasing off peak use.and by reducing the peak period - 

demand. The primary objection to the policy apart from the 

-techtolegical problem of implementing.it  is the pi.ice disarimin-

ation that results. .There is a. transfer of .income froM period .  3 
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users to period one and two users'. This is desirable in its 

own right if it redudes unequality-in the distribution of 

income. If the income transfers.do 'not increase the.unequality 

in indome distribu•ién, the otherSenefits justify the price .  

discrimination. 

A dramatic illustration of the benefits to be obtained 

from peak load pricing is illustrated by the introduction of 

lower rates for long distance toll calls during the evening. 

- --,Insofar as evening calls are by low income users, in part be- 
-, - 

cause
, 
 of the lower price, these reduced rates improve the dis- 

tribution of income às'.well as improve the-efficiencyof the use . 

Ill 
Of the 'telephone system. . 	 . 

_ 
A less extreme form of price . discrimination among peak and. . 

. 

	

	 . 

"off peak users df a utility can be beneficial . to all users of : 

.. the system. Starting from à uniform,Price of P* for all three 

periods, assume that a reduction in the period one pride materi- . 

. 	ally increases the period *one sales.- - One factor . in this ihcrease 

. not recognized in Figure .:3,where the demand curves were drawn 

,,. on thè assumption that. the demand in each period is independent : 

• 

of the price in the other periods,is the shift in demand from 

periods 2  and 3 to period 1. We nowbave higher revenue from 

period 1 sales and  reduced capacity cost 'due to the shift in 

the.pèriod 3 demand curve. The total revenues equal capadity . 

cost requirement can now he satisfied •With a redugtion in . the 

periods 2 and 3 prices as . well as the -period one price. 
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• 

Clearly', a reduction in the off peak- ,price that also per-

rnits  son-te  reduction in the peak period price is beneficial to 

everyone. Advocates of a Uniform pride to all users cannot 

object to this-type cy,f price discrimination. The only objec-

tion ib that it does not bring about as large an increase in con7 - 

 sumer.surplus as the Steiner-Boitéaux pricing rule. it should . 

also'be noted that peak:period priées below off Peak prices are 

also possible. The policy is- highly inefficient from a con-

sumer surplus viewpoint, and its impact on the distribution 

of income depends on the circumstances. The rationale for 

this.policy is that it maximizes the capacity required to meet 

the demand for service. The circumstances under which a firm 

would follow such a policy are discussed in a later section. 
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5. Fully Distributed 'Cost  Pricina  

To the layman the equitable solution for the problem of 

pricing each service is to set each price equal to the fully 

distributed or average total cost of the service. With prices 

in general set so that they cover total costs numerous arguments 

can be advanced why it is inequitable to have some prices above 

and other prices below full cost. However, telecommunications 

perhaps more than ahy other is any industry of•joint costS and 
• 

.fied,costs. For the most part costs are common to two or more 

services and independent of the level of output, so that the 

11, , 

 

average  full cost of any. service may be determined only by 

means of a set of rules for allocating the fixed and joint costs _ 

among services. . 

It is possible to devise a set of accounting rules for the 

allocation of joint costs which result in a precise and objective 

determination of the fully distributed or average full cost of 

each product. However, there are two strong objections to set- . 

• 

ting prices in this way. One objection is that prices set in 

èthis way may not satisfy other highly plausible criteria or 

goals in setting relative prices. The—other objection is that 

a wide range of acdounting rules may reasonably be adopted for 

the allocation of the joint costs. The allocation of the joint 

costs and the strudture of relative  prices that results will • 

• also vary over a wide range.. 	• 
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• •& 

' 	There is widespread agreement among economists with re- 

gard to either or both of these undesirable 'features Of fully 

diStributed joint costs. Bonbright conclUdes a chapter on the 

limitations of fully'distributed costs with the observation that 

the.-formila'.adopted will depend "not on principles of cost- im-

putation but rather on types of apportionment which tend to 

justify, whatever.rate structure is advocated for non-cost•

reasons.
ul/
— Kahn states that "Space dbes mot permit any.sys- 

'tematic summary of the various, often extraordinarily complex 

• 
- - methods emPloyed to distribute costs-in this fashion."/ -  After-.. 

voicing the objections raiséd.above Baumol stated that "1 know 

of no economist of outstanding reputation. who differs substan- ' 

tially frOm the basic position I -have  just taken»LY 	• • 

• - There is a third objection to average full cost that is 

without much merit. The allocated fixed or joint Cost coiri 	• 

ponent of average full cost-depends on the level of output, , 

.-so that:a Price based on an allocation / of fixed cost based on. 

'one level  of output  will hot be equal .to the actual full cost 	. 

if the output  level proves different than output presumed in 

the allocation. However, the demand for telecommunication 

1/J.C, Bonbriaht, 'Principles of Public Utility Rates.  Columbia 
University Press, New York, 1961, p. 368. 

2/ 
— A.E.  Kahn, The'Fconomics of Reaulation: Principles  and Insti-
tutiOns 	Vol. 1. .John Wiley, New York, 1970,. pp. 157751. 

3/ • Balimol, "Rate Making: 'Incremental Costing and'EqUity Con-
-siderations" in Harry M. Trebing, Ed. Essays on Public,Utilitv 
Pricing and Regulation.• Michigan State University Press, East 
Lansing, .1971, pp..137"50. 
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.services can be predicted with a high degree of accuracy l  and 

- the demand  or  most services is not very sensitive to the price 

charged. Under these circumstances the actual sales of each 

service is unlikely to depart materially from the predicted 

level,  and allocations of cost based on predicted output will 

-rarely be seriously in error. 

Notwithstanding the objections . raised earlier to the use of - 

average full cost in pricing utility services, it remains the 	• 

•Tmost widely used concept in regulatory practice. insofar as' 

regulatory agencies concern themselves with relative prices of 

different services. One of the reasons for the popularity of 

the principle is the aforementioned intuitive appeal of the con-

cept of laymen. The accountant's view that fully distributed 

average cost is the only actual and true cost is not easily re-

futed. William H. Melody's strong support for the principle 

can be interpreted to Provide additional grounds for its use.
1/ 

Recall that once the principle is adopted and the rules for 

allocating costs are precisely specified, the price of each pro-

duct or service is determined with very little margin of error. 

•.Hence, the freedom of the company to set or change relative prices 

to advance the company's goals is effectively eliminated. If 

"the regulatory agency lacks  the  resources to obtain the data 

•L/For one presentation of his position see W.H. MelodY t • "Inter-
. 

11, 	service Subsidy: Regulatory Standards and Alpplied T2ConOmicc, " 
in Harry M. Trebing, Ed. Essays  on Public Utility Pricing and  
Regulation.  Michigan State University Press, East Lansingi • 

' 1971, pp. 167-210. • 	. . . 
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needed to arrive at the prices which implement its  goals, the 
. 	. 

public . interest is served best by so restricting the freedoM 

- of action of the utility management. 

• 1 am sure that Melody would accept departures from fully 

diàtributed costs or in the words  of Bonbright definitions of 

fully distributed-costs which realize goals considered socially 

desirable. However, departures fr.= the principle are not really 

necessary -. Recall that a wide variety of rules, each leading to 

7à.  different . cost figure for.each service are . compatible with the , 

• principle. Hence, if.other considerations maké - a différent 

structure of relative prices more'desirable than the existing 

one, the rules for allocating costs c .an.be .changed tb make the 

cbst figures compatible with the desired set of prices. -  How7 

'ever, the burden of proof is on the proponents of the alter-

native structure of prices. The objective independent deter-. 

mination of marginal'costs'-for a telecommunication company iS 

practically impossible. Hence, adopting marginal cost a5 the 

pricing principle gives the company complete freedoM in . adopt-

ing whatever relative prices structure that serves its own 

interests. With average full cost the pricing principle, the 

regulatory agency is able .to exercise some control over the' 

structure of relative prices:. 

• 
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III OTH.ER  PRICING POLICIES' 

1. Market Development Pricing  

One 'alternative tO the cost'based principles in'setting 

relative prices discussed previously may be described by the 

term Market development pricing. Under this principle rela7 

tive prices.are set'to achieve some deSired rate of growth in 

.the aggregate demand for the outout  of the utility. To illus- 

trate, the concept assume that the utility has just one service 

that is priced by means of a two-part tariff. There is a flat 

monthly charge for access to the service and a charge per unit 

of the service used.  •Assume also that the demand for access 

the service is completely price inelastic, while the demand for 

the use of the service depends on the price. This demand at any 

point in time and its rate of growth over time are both functions 

of price. Given the price of use there is some price for access 

.that will generate total revenues equal to total costs, and there 

will be some rate of growth in demand over time. A lower price 

f for use combined with a higher price for access also generates 

total revenues equal to total cost, raises the demand for use in 

the short run and raises the rate of growth in the demand for use 

• in the long run. 
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Market development pricing is not concerned with the costs 

of the firM.is variouS services. • Selling one Product below cost 

has no adverse influence on profits, since•the prices of one 

or more other products  are  raised to keep the regulated rate 	• 

of profit unchanged-,-The practice iS commonly referred to às 

cross-subsidization. The only concern is with differences in 

the Price elasticity'of - demand among the services. By reducing . 

prices on elastic demand services and raising them on relatively 

-inelastic demand  service, revenues are kept equal to.total 

• 
costs, and over a. wide,range any desired level.and rate of . 

.growth .  in demand can be achieved. ' 

There are two . important reasons why  a public utility finds - 

it advantageous to engage in market development pricing. 'First, 

• 'as Averch and Johnson1
/ 
 have shown-, when a utility is allowed 

a return on capital in excess of its cost of capital, growth 

in the company's capital stock increases the value of the com- 

Pany's stock and the welfare of its stockholders. The reason is 

that the excess of the allowed rate of return on the additions 

, to the capital stock accrue to the existing shareholders. By 

•ineTeasing the aggregate level of demand,.market development 

pricing raises the level and-rate of.growth in capital reguire- 

•ments 	.• 

--/Averch,  H. and Johnson, L.L. "Behavior of the Firm under' - Regu - . .1 	
. 	. 	. 	• , 

1atorv Constraint." American  EconoMic . P.eview, (December 1962) 
'pp. 1053-69. 	. 	 . 	. 	. 	• 
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Ô- 

The second reason why a utility may be exoected to follow 

a policy of market development pricing is management's interest 

I/ 
in its own welfare. Williamson— among others has noted the 

reasons why.a management prefers a company that is growing at 

a rapid rate to one that is experiencing little if any growth. 

The level. and growth in compensation and prestige of the 

manageMent is positively'correlated with the.level and:growth 

in the company's si'ze. A company in which subordinate levels- 
_... 	. 	• o-f a 	m 	le o . mnageent have ample 	for advancement is more , 	-- - 	- . 	. 

attractive to manage than one in which promotion takes place . 

 only asa_consequence of'retirements-. A widely held belief  in  

management is that the vitality, strength . and success of a com-

pany are positively correlated with its rate of growth. For 

these and other reasons a utility management will adopt to the 

extent allowed a structure of relative prices that facilitates 

the rate of growth in demand that it considers satisfactory. 

. There is a related and perhaps.even more important class 

of circumstances under which market.development pricing takes 

(place. Telecommunication servides may be  put in two classes: 

,(1) those fôr whic.h the utility'has an undisputed monopoly; and 

(2) those for which other firms may compete for all or a frad- 

. tion of the market. With regard to the latter services a rise 

glIr in price' may not merely reduce consumer demand somewhat.. It 

may also invite other firms to• capture a_ share of or the  total  
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market. The considerations raised earlier would lead a utility' 

to price its competitive services low enough to exclude other 

firm's from entering their marketsregardless of the costs  of  

• providing the services. 

In additon a telecommunications utility may well believe 

that entry of other firms into segments of the market that it 

serves may have long run strategic conseglienCês that are highly 

undesirable. The failure of the railroad industry to deal ef- 

"fectively with competition from the trucking industry when —the . 

latter was of no great immediate importance proved to be a tre-

mendqus strategic error on the part of the railroads. All have 1110 
been severely damaged and many have been destroyed. Such DOS - 

. 

sibilities remote as they may seem at the moment argue for pric-

ing competitive services to preclude competition regardless of 

the relation between the prices charged and the costs of provid-

ing the services. 

On the other hand market development pricing may well re- 
. 
present an even more serious threat to the long run survival or 

security of a public utility. To see why this  •is so consider 
• 

the  consequences for an unregulated and a regulated company  of 

• 

pricing a monopoly service to maximize profits. By definition 

a higher or lower price would result in a smaller profit. An 

unregulated company would simply set the price at the high 
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monopoly level and reap the excess profits. An upward shift in 

production costà or a downward shift in demand would not destroy 

the company •unless profits were reduced . below a normal return on 

its  capital. 

. A public ùtility, however, cannot simply raise price tO:the. 

monopoly level Since it is not allowed to earn more thàn a pre-

scribed retùrn on its  capital. The public utility must offer 

ànother . product or service at a price below cost. Covering the • 

— 
losses on this competitive service forces the price of the 

monopoly service up towards its monopoly level. Recall that 

11, this policy raises the aggregate level of demand and the capital 

base, which is profitable to the owners and/or the management. 

What happens now if a rise in costs or a fall in demand reduces 

profits below the required - return on capital. The price of the 

monopoly service cannot be raised to restore profits to their 

former level, because that price is already at the profit maxi-

miling level. Perhaps a rise in the price of the competitive 

service will solve the problem by reducing the demand and the loss 

.à , on the service. However, insofar as the costs are fixed, the re- 
. 	f 

. duction. in demand will further reduce . profits, 	. 	. 

. By çontrast, the utility that .  has not engaged in market de- 

velopment pricing is in a far better position to face an unfavor- . 

CO .able shift in costs or demand. With the price of the monopoly ' 

• • service.well below the profit maximizing price,  arise in the . . 
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price will raise aggregate revenues and at worst leave total 

costs unchanged. The utility is able to maintain its return 

on capital in the face of the unfavorable shift in costs or 

demand. 

• 
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.. Social  Welfare  Pricing 

It is gènerally'accepted that acceàs to the telephone sys- • 

tem by all households is socially desirable. Accordingly, it'is 

common practice to charge rural.subscribers a price for access to 

the system that doeS not fully reflect .the difference in cost be-. 

 tween rural and urban subscribers. , Equality in the distribution . 

of income is another - genèrally acceuted goal'of public policy, . 

and setting relative prices to reduce the inequality in the dis- 

Uribution will be called social welfare pricing. • 

What pricing policies increase social welfare depend on 

how the demand for various categories of telephone service is 

related to the distribution of income among 'telephone. users. 

A very. large fraction of the country's households have . one 

phone, and only-very small  fractions have  no phone or have'two 

or more phones. Hence, the demand for access to the system is 

quite independent of the household's income. By contrast, the 

demand for the use of the system by households, particularly 

where the charge per unit of use is large as in long distance 

› calls, is income elastic. That is the demand for long distance 

calls is highly correlated with the level of, income. 

• 

Business demand for telephone-service may also be looked on_ 

as hoUsehold demand ultimately, because the products of.business 

are priced to refiect . their cdsts of production inclUding the costs 
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of telecommunication. Since the consumption of products in 

general is Correlated with income, household consumption of 

telephone service to business is correlated with income. Con-

sequently, telephone.service to business is a class of services 

to households that is income elastic. 

Social welfare pricing would therefore lead to low prices 

for access to  the  .system and for basic exchange service in 

general. It would also lead to relatively high prices in rela- 

-tion to cost for long distance and business services. It is - 

evident that social-welfare pricing has .opposite consequences 

for the structure. of relative  prices than the alternative poli- 

. cies of market development Pricing or -Une Baumol modification - 

..of- marginal cost pricing. The price inelasticity of demand for . 

a.çcess to the system.  leads to a high price in relation to cost 

under : the market development and Baumol pricing policies The  

income.inelasticity of deffiand  for  access to the System leads'to 

:a:low price under social welfare pricing. Since long distance' 

and business demand are beth income-and price elastic, social 

welfare leads.to  relatively high •prices while the alternative' 
e  

criteria lead to low prices.  
. 	 . 

SPokesmen for the tcplephone industry would appear to be 

, 

 

supporters of a policy of social welfare.pricing. In the 1973 

11, 

Annual Report of the , New York.Telephone Company, the President 

• 	. wrote.: 
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Under the regulated common . carrier principle, Which 
has served the countrv.well for many years, we have 
béen able to keep basic telephone rates lower than 
they otherwise would be, through the contribution of 

-revenue from premium services. In similar fashion, 
revenues froM.high voluffie, low cost long distance 
.routes have helped cover the high costs involved in 
serving sparse rbutes in less momulated . areas.1/ 

Mr.f Edward B. Crossland a Senior Vice President at AT&T . , 

has testified before a United States Senate Committee that the 

company's pricing policies have "... fastened universal service 

2/ 
. by providing favorably low rates for the residèntial consumer."- 
:-.. 

He-expresse d the fear that the introduction of competition in 

. 	providing telephone  service"..,  will limit the use of overall 

1110 pricing structures to achieve broader social goals. Simply 

• stated, the small residential user will pay more; some big 

business users will pay  1,ess." 21  'Mr.  Crossland went on to . 

• present data to support his contention that the average cost of 

basic residence service is substantially larger than the revenue 

produced by the service. 

Bell Canada's statements on the subject appear to reflect 

a similar policy. In a Memorandum on Rates in connection with 

( a 1971 application for a revision in its rates the company 

121973 Annual Report - of the•New York Telephone Company, p. 3. 

a/Statement of Edward B. Crossland before United States Senate-
Committee on the Judiciary,*Subcommittee on Antitrust and Mono- 
poly,• July 31, 1974,.p..19. 

• • 
3/ 
- Ibid.,  p. 20.- 
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• 

stated that "Telephone rate structures should ba designed t 

encourage the maximum number of residences and businesses to be 

connected to the telephone network." Later on in the same 

memorandum the company illustrates the value of service princi-

ple in rate making as follows: "the value of service to a 

business customer is greater than to a residence customer. 

... By offering residence service at lower rates in acknowledge-

ment of this principle, the service is placed within the finan- 

, capabilities of more people.' 1—/  The concern here, however, 
• 

is with-the-overall benefit of the system to all users apd not 

serving low income Consumers as an end in itself. 

However - this apparent support . for social welfare pricing 

may be due to a confusion between it and some of the popular de- 

fenses of margirial cost pi•icing. If the price of a long distance 

or business service is set equal to its'marginal or incremental 

cost, the services revenue, the argument runs, covers its cost. 

If the service is priced somewhat above its cost, it makes some 

'contribution to basic services and reduces their prices below 

what they otherwise would be.-
2/   However, consumers of the basic 

services would be much better off if the process was reversed, 

and their services were priced at marginal cost plus some 

!-/Bell Canada, "Memorandum on Rates", Application of.November• 
1971. for Revised Tariffs. of Rates'. 

• 
2/ 
— See Baumol and Braciford on. cit., po. 277-7P, The  arcmment 
is made more explicitly in W.J. Baumol, "Ratc,  
mental Costing and Equity Considerations,"  in Harry . S. Trebing, 

pp. 137-50. 

• 
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increment to contribute to the reduction in the.Prices of 

long distance and business services. These other services 

Would then bear the residual burden of covering the total costs 

of the company. 

If marginal cost and.demand could be measured with any'de- . 

gree of accuracy, social welfare pricing would.not constitute 

the charity of pricing services with'a high income elasticity 

•. of demand at.something in excess of marginal cost. Rather, 
-..,... 	. 	. 	, 	. . 	 - - • ther.wOuld be  priced .to equate marginal revenue witil marginal 

110 

cost. In other words these services would.be  priced to maxi- . 	 . 	.. 

mize . the profit,.on them, and this profit would be used to-re- 	. 

_ 	duce the prices of basic services for . which demand is income 

• inelastic. A price that equates marginal cost with marginal -
, 

revenue is.substantially.higher-and contributes a much larger 	' 

•- profit than-a price that is something in excess of marginal cost, 

• The case of social welfare pricing çan be made even stronger 

by recognizing the political process under which regulation oper- 

ates.. The decision to make an industry a Public utility is a 

(decision to have it operate in the public interest. Private 

• 

ownership need not conflict with this objective, since regula-

tion limits profits to the return' on Capital . necessary to attract 

capital and public ownership is .not likely to result in a material 

reduction in the comPanv's. true cost of canital. With profits'• 

limited to the utility's cost of capital all profits in excess 

of this minimum return are passed on to  the consumer in the form 
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lower prices than an unregulated monopoly would charge. - 

The relatiVe price problem.is the problem of how the mono- 

poly profits should be distributed. - among consumers; If.we assigh 

one vote  to each consumer in electihg a -regulatory commission, the 

correct behavior  of the commission is  quite clear. Services  for  

which the demand is practically the - same  per consumer,  that is 

basic services,  should be sold at the.lowest possible  onde.  

Services for'which the demand varies among Consumers with their: 

-,,income.should be - sold at prices which maximize profits, with the 
— , 

profit used to subsidize the basic services. With every con- 

11, 	
sumer voting in his own .self-interest a majority of consumers 

 will vote for a regulatory commission that follows this pricing 

policy. The minority of the consumers that are large users  of 

 .the competitive'services are of course exploited by the majority 

under this policy. However, the degree of exploitation is limit-

ed by the availability of alternative sources of supply for the 

competitive services. There is a limit to the prices that may 

.be charged for competitive services, and a case can be made for 

.charging such prices unless they can be shown to be socially 

undesirable. 

• Making it possible for all households to have_access to 

the system and equality in the distribution of income are not 

the only non-cost criteria for. setting relative prices. Two 
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others of a broad nature are an acceptable rate of growth in 

investment in thé industry and the Most  -effective contribution' 

to the performance  of the economy as a whole. 

The size and capital intensity of the telecommunications 

industry make the rate of growth in investment  in the industry 

.an important factor in the cost and availability of capital for, 

other industries. We have sen tha the'structure of relative 

prices.and the method of pricing (usage versus flat rate pric-

Ting). can have a material influence on the rate Of growth in . 

. 'demand for service and in the investment required . to meet the 

111, 
demand. It is therefore desirable to projectithe rate of 

.growth in demand and the capital requirements to Satisfy : that 

demand. If the projections threaten a disproportionate burden 

on the capital markets, changes in the structure and method of 

pricing that restrict the rate of growth should be considered. 

An even broader consideration in pricing telecommunication 

services is the performance of the economy as a whole. Clearly, 

there are strong limits on the extent to which other pricing 

• 	policies can be subordinated to this criterion, and no specific 
( 
policies follow from accepting this criterion in, the abstract 

However, there are special circumstances where this criterion 

does lead tà concrete policy conclusions. Some of them, in7 

cluding Northern Electric and international toll rates, will 

be examined later. 
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-IV POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

1. Reconciliation of the Principles  

. 	The previous pages have presented a number of'prindiples 	. 
. 	. 	 . 

. 	that may be used in Setting relative Prices. Some of these 	
. . 

• principles are not compatible while others may or may  not be- 	- . 	. 

compatible'with each other depending on the pricing .  problem 	, 

*. under.consideration. To complicate matters further there - iS no-.' 

cièar'case for the superiority-and univeral application of one , 

-among these principles. ,  Our task.then is to arrive at the op7 

gl, timal loasis for integrating or choosing among them. 

_ 
. 	. One solution to the rate design problem from the viewpoint 

.of the regulatory agency is to leave the problem to the utility .. 

- 

	

	and to only concern itself with the overall level of prices  and 

revenues. • A good case can be made for this solution. We have . 

.• - seenhow difficult it is-to correctly measure costs for each type 

of service in the telecommUnications industry. 'These difficulties 

confront a,company with a large and informed staff:that has direct' 

access to the data generated by the company's operatiOns. The 

diff,iculties are compounded for a regulatory agency which has 

. conSiderably less.staff resources to devote to the problem and 

to : which must work through the company,  staff to gain access to'the 

required input -data. It is highly duestionable 	a . 
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,regtilatory or other independent staff can adequately audit the 

findings of the company in the area of rate design, let alone 

carry out its own investigations of rate design issues. 

If a telecommunications utility .acting in its own interest 

could be 'expected to come up'with rate design decisions that 

.  serve the  publicinterest, leaving the problem to the company 

would clearly be in the public interest. The devotion of con- 

siderable resources to cost and other studies of questionable 

':vplue would thereby be avoided. 
. 	.... 	. 	, 

• However, our examination of the reason s .  why a firm might be 

gl,
persuaded to adoptmarket develdpment pricing makes its unlikely 

' that s:•utility acting on its own interest  will solve - the rate 

• design problem in - the public interest. It is unlikely to have 

. much concern for equality in the distribution of income. Its 

desire to maintain a satisfactory rate of. growth and restrict 

the entry of other firms into its domain -are likely to result' 

in excessive:growth- , high prices for basic services, and low - 

' prices  for  competitive services. 	• 	• 

'• .'In concerning itself with the problem'of rate design, how7 

ever, a regulatory agency must proceed with considerable caution. 

• 

The agency does not have the freedom to set prices de  nouveau. 

. At  any  point in time the agency faces an existing structure of 

relative.  prices plus the fact that other things the same change 
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is undesirable. It is particularly 'undesirable if the reduc- 

tion in some prices is comnensated for by increasina other nrices. 

The gain to those'who •enefit from the change is unlikely to match 

the loss to-those who are .damaged, and the disapproyal of those 

, who -. lose is typically more vocal than the approval of those who 

.gain. Hence, the political considerations which justify resist-

ing change are quite prOper,  and the  social tenions created by 

'radical change should only be risked if the benefits are material. 

There_should be significant inefficiency or inequity in the exist- 
r. 

..ing rate design. 

- 	• Confronted with the responsibility for a utility's rate 	. 

.design, a regulatory. agency is easily persuaded to adopt cost 

as the - basis for deciding what  the rate  design should be. The 

.next steps are the establishment of a set of rules for determin-• 

ing the 'cost of each•service and the. development of the .service 

costS under these rules. •e , have'seen, however, that a fully : 

distributed .cost system can 'produce a wide range of cost figures 

' for each service depending on the rules for allocating fixed  and 

 joint costs, that are adopted. Similarly, by the appropriate . 

• choice of time horizon and.other asnects of the problem formula- 

. tion,a mide range of marginal'cost figures can be obtained for• 

each service. Consequently, unless the existing rate design de-

parts, radically from any sensible cost considerations, it Should 

'be . possible . to adopt procedures in'measuring average or marginal 

cost WhiCh result in cost figures that are comPatible with the 
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• 

• 

existing rate design. Undertaking an elaborate and expensive 	- 

.study with the sole . nurpose of justifYino thé status, quo does 

not appear to be a sensible use of the.resources employed 

A cost study that* does not have as its objective the main- . 

tenance of the existing rate design can easily come up with.cost: 

. figures that call for material changes in the structure Of rela- 

tive prices. Insofar ab the regulatory agency and the utility' 

''are identified with.the cost studY, consumers of services that 

are.priced above cost will .be,even more insistent that  the . 

inequity in the rate design be corrected. Consumers.of service s .  

that will be increased in price.if the cost studY.iS imnlemented 

are unlikely to be reconciled to the change, They yill.question 

the principles and methods employed to measure costs, and they 

-will argue the merits of non-cost:considerations in rate design 

that are violated by the proposedchanges. . 

The regulatory agency will finditself in the center of.a- 
. 

very lively controversey, Furthermore, given the manner'in whiCh 

the cost data were developed, it is quite likely that the only 

defense for the rate design changes which follow from the . cost 

data will be the abstract princinle that departures in price 

from cost are undesirable. The limitations of the cost data - 

and the limitations of cost as the sole consideration in pric-

ing mentioned earlier will leave the agency in a highly vulner-

able Position-. 
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• What then should.a regulatory agendy do to meet its res-
. -H-H 

ponsibilities in the'area Of rate design. - First, the cost re-- 

venue,  output,  facility investment- and other data that grows 	, 

out of the normal operations of the  company should be Collected 

in as nuch detail as possible, and it should be reported to the' 

agency and made public, each to the maximum degree feasible. 

This will increase:the ability of the company and agency staff' 

•• and of outside groups to identify areas where a change in prices. 

• 

• 

or  -the method of pricing a 'servic e.  may improve the performance 

of the system.  The next -step is the develoPment of cost, revenue, 

investmentrand' related data that are addressed to the Tiro-. 

blem under consideration.  The general,purpose costing system de- , 

signed to establish the cost .  of each service is unlikely to be 

• relevant for any specific pricing preblem.. 

To illustrate, consider,the problem -of pricing a vertical 	' 

.service such as a Centrex- system. The'investment, installation 

and maintenance cost of such a system should be easy to establiSh :  

with a . relatively- high.degree . of accuracy. Clcarly, -the menthlY 

charge should at least •recover these costs, plus *a fair return àn 

the capital  employed,'if'the demand for the system is growing. .± 

*Should the charge be higher?' What should be the related charges , 

per line and per call on the System? The higher the package of 

charges for the system's use, the greater the profit contribution 

. per system installed. 'Raising the package of charges beyond sme 
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• 

• 

- level . will reduce the Profit contribution . of the service through 

the adverse impact  on the growth in demand. However, in arriving 

at the optimal price the impact of the price•on the demand for 

other services that . are close substitutes must be given adeqUate 

consideration. As the price for this Centrex syStem is reduced,• 

it is substituted for other systemsthat perform similar functions. 

-The correct calculation of the incremental profit on a lower priCe 

-'for  the Centrex system requires.the.deduction of the foregone Pro- 

• 
fits on the substitute systems being replaced. Furthermore, the 

foregone profit is gross profit before deducting interest and de-

; preciatiOn on the equipment that would be retired. Prieing› a • 

service so.low that its growth is at theexpense of substitute 	: 

, services is .desirable only if it is exceptionally profitable. 

• Otherwise the capital requirements • for the expanding  service  and:- 

the foregone profits including'retirement losses on the alter-' -.- 

native services increase the revenue requirements for the basic 

services. 	 • 

	

The goals of the analysis described aboVe are to maximize . 	. 

the contribution of the specialized serVice.in . question to the 

support of basic services and to avoid excessive growth  in the 

company's capital requirements. The prices that result are 	• 

1.ikely to be different from and superior ,  to the prices that woulc1. 

follow from a general purpose costsystem designed to measure:the, 
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cost. of  all serVices. The examination. of-other issues in rate 

design in the sections  that fellow will further illustrate the 

recommended approach to the problem. 
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2: Residential Exchange Service  

As stated earlier among the public policy goals in pricing 

• 

• 

telephone services are universal access to the }rstem and equality 

in the distribution of income, These goals are served -  by a low -

price for residential exchange service. However, '‘,.7hat is a low 

price 'and how low the-price should be are not-readily determined, • 

Clearly, cost is the upper limit.on the price, but the cost-con- ' 

-7cept,that is relevant and how the coSt should be measured  are 

 extremely .difficult problems. These questions have not been 	' 

answered notwithstanding the fact that, the.primary emphasis in - 

research'on.tèlephone service pricing has been on-cost. • 

A satisfactory resolution of the problems of cost measure- 
. 

ment would be most desirable. It would provide a basis for . 

judging the success of a company in holding the line on the Charge 

for residential exchange serVice. Until these-cost measpreffient 

probrems are solved ., however, other criteria must beSought out  

.to evaluate performance; One of them is a comparative analysis' 

of the ratds charged by a company with thcise charged by other coM- • 

panies. :Beira Canada. is used below for.illustrative purposes. 

• Table 	presents the local exchange rates for Bell Canada, 

the New York Telephene Company and the average for 12 other 

Wr&T' operating companies in the North Central and North East 

United States, exclusive of metr000litan areas with over.500,000 

subseribers. 
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. - . . . 	
.. 

It - is:clear that Bell Canada  local  exchange rates compare . 
_ 	. 

-very favorably with the rates charged by the AT&T oneratina 

:companies.  •Rates in New.York range.from 41% to 66% higher - thanj. 

. 	Bell canada rates depending on the size of the community.  RteS 

in the twelve other states . average out well below the New.York 
. 	 . 

States rates, but they are still well above the Bell Canada 	• 

rates. The twelve state averages range frem 19% to 251, higher . › 

.- than Bell Canada rates. 	. 	 . 
___.. , 	 . 

.. . 	---• • ,Table II presents the rates in. metropolitan areas with .. 

' . over 500,000, subscribers in the'areas served by Bell Canada 	• : 

II, . 
and the above affiliates of AT&T. Part of the variation. in 

rates among these areas is due to difference in size. However, 

even a .fter allowing for the  differences in size, it is clear .  

'that  13e11 Canada rates for metrOpolitan areas are substantially - 

lower . than the rates charged by-the AT&T affiliates. 	. 

' . There are two possible exnlanations for thé lower Bell 	. 

•  Canada  residential xchange rates. One is that Pell Canada 

. 
" system.costs are lower. * The other iS that higher rates for • 

other'types of •services make possible the lower residential • . 
( 

exchange'rates. Cost comparisons are very complex and dif- 	. 

but there appears to be little basis for believing 

that-Bell Canada's costs are materially if at all lower than • 

the AT&T company costs. On the other hand, it is well 'known 

,that long distance rates are higher in Canada than in the U.S., 
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TABLE I 

• Comparison of Bell Canada and United States - 
Local Exchange Rates for Residential Service in 

Communities,with.up to 500,000 Terminals, June 30, 1974 

- Area 	 Number. of Terminals• 

	

4,00 0 	10,000 	20,000 	35,000 

	

10,000 	20,000 	35,000 	70,000 
70,000 	150,000 

150,0. 00 • 	300,000 
300,000 
500,000 

.Bell Canada 

New  York Tel.  Co. 

above Bell Canada 

12 States Average-

% above - Bell Canada  

	

$4.61 	$4.95 	$5.20 	$5.40 	$5.80 	$6.05 	$6.25 

	

$6.91 	• 	$7.29 	$7,69 	$8.07 	$8.45 	$9.21 	$10.36

• 

	

41% 	47% 	48% • 	48% 	46% 	• 	52% 	66% 

	

$5.71 	$5.94 	$6.17 	$6.53 	$6.95 	$7.35 	$7.81 

	

24% 	20% 	19% 	21% 	20% 	21% 	25% 

1/ 
— The states are Conneticut, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Massachusetts, Michigan, 
Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin. 
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TABLE II • 

Comparison of Bell Canada and United States  Local Fy.Channe Rates 
for 'Residential Service in Areas with - over 500,000 Terminals, 1974 . 

City 
Number of 

' I/ 
• Terminals- 

Monthly . 
Pill 

Boston 	 1,644,917 
Buffalo 	 696,265 

• Chicago 	 5,272,028 
Cincinnati ' 	924,600 
Cleveland 	1,366,916 
Detroit 	 2,467,000 

, Indiannapolis • 	820,974 
' Eansas City 	947,932 
Manhattan 	5,551,159 	. 
Milwaukee 	 971,000 

• Mineapolis-St. Paul 	1,513,386 
Montreal __1,882,000 

•
_.   

Newark 	. 	2,712,298 
Possaic 	 678,193 
Philadelphia 	2,672,400 	. 
Pittsburg 	. 	1 i 148 l 600 
St. Louis 	1,160,915 

—Toronto 	_ 	. 	----7-  1,988,000 

$14.68- - 
11.52 
31.25 
8.15 
9.25 
9.55 2 / 3 / 

10.15 
7.35 

15.20 2 / 
9.80 
6.70 
6.50 
7.03 
6.83 
9.60 2 /3/ 

9.072/3/ 
7.85 
7.10 

I/ 
- Number of terminals for the local service area. 

• 2/ 
- The monthly bill includes a flat 'rate and a use chargé 	. 
with the latter based on 150 message units. 

3/ 
( -iThe use charge is for calls outside . the primary calling 
• :area, and 1/3 of the calls were assumed subject to the charge. 
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and it is quite likely that the rates for business services are 

also higher. One may therefore conclude:that Bell Canada's 

.residential exchange rates are lower than in comparable 

areas due in large-measure to higher charges for other services. 

"However, comparison of Bell Canada . residential exchange - 

ratés with those in the prairie provinces of Manitoba, Saskatche-

wan and Alberta presents a different picture. Table  1±1 reveals 

that the rates in all three provinces are lower by. varying. 

amounts than.the Bell Canada rates. There are many pessible • 

reasons for. these differences. .Among•them are 	(1) lower , 

costs due to greater efficiency;. (2). lower costs due to the. 

less industrialized nature of the areas served and a smaller. ' 

fraction of business  use.; (3). higher rates for toll calls; 

IA) more favorable terms for sharing in the Trans Canada Tele-

phone'System. (TCTS). revenues,.and - (5) lower costs due>to a . . 

lower . quality system., 	 • 

_ Another possible explanation, one that is more easily • 

evaluated - is-the financial advantage a crown corporation enjoys. 

All oUthé prairie provinces are served by. crown cbrporations 

which are free of corporate income taxes, have much higher- debt 

-ratios and do nôt require the samereturn On capital to attract 

capital as a private corporation. 

. To test whether crown corporation status could explain . the 

. differences in residential .  rates,* thé fo]lowing analysis 

of the three corporations was carried out. First, the long term' 

capital was allocated between debt and.equity  in  the-same' 



.5-1.0 
$3.05 

38% • 35% 

Terminals (000) 
Rates  • 
% Pell Canada 
above 

1.0-5.0 	5.0-10.0 	10.0-40.0 	over 40 
$3.20 	$3.45 	$3.70 	$4.15 

34% 	34% 

— Ecmonton rate. 

TABLE III 

Comparison of Local Exchange Residential 
Rates, Bell Canada and the Prairie Provinces,  1974 

Bell Canada 

Terminais  (000) 
Rates 

1.0-2.0 
$4.10 

2.0-5.0 
$4.40 

5.0-10.0 	10.0-20.0 
$4.65 	$4.95  

	

50-100 	100-250 

	

$5.55 	$5.95 

Alberta  

Terminals (000) 
Rates 
%  Bell Canada 
above 

.5-1.5 
$3.50 

5.0-10.0 •  10.0-30.0 	over . 30 100-250
1/ 

$3.80 	$4.00 	$4.25 	$4.75 

21% 	22% 	24% 	31% 	25% 

1.5-5.0 
$3.65 

Manitoba 

Terminals (000) 	.5-1.0 	1.0-2.0 	2,0-5.0 	5.-0-1 0.0 	10.0-40.0 	• .• 	ovet 100 
Rates 	$2.75 	$2.90 	.$3.05 	$3.25 	• 	$3.45 	$3.90 
%  Bell Canada 
above 	 41% 	44% 	• 43% 	43% 	53% 

Saskatchewan • 
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• 

proportion as Bell Canada's-capital. structure.. Next, earnings 

before interest and taxes was calculated.on the assumption that 

the  càmpany had the .same return on common, the same corporate• 

income.tax rate f .and the same imbedded interest rate as Bell 

Canada.: The excess of this figure oVer the actual earnings 

before interest and taxes in the test year, 1973, is'the addi-

tional revenue the company would have had to earn as a priVate 

.corporation. The  additional revenue requirement expressed as a 

---,percentage Of revenue .grom services withirl the province was -  . 

then applied to the residential exchange rates to arrive at what 

• they wOUld be in the absence of-a crown corporation. 

• To'illustrate, Tabel - 1V . presents the March 31, 1974 .Mani-

toba Telephone:System capital structure and what it would • have 

been if the Bell Canada allocation bet•een debt and equity had 

been employed. Notice' that the equity is increased from-17% to. 

52% of long term capital. Table IV also presents the . companys. 

actual and computed income statement for.1973-4. For the latter • 

start mith the net income.figure which is the imputed equity 

.tiMes.the Bell Canada return on equity  of 9,25%. The •income 

(before taxes of $23,965,000 times the Bell Canada • orporate 

income tax'rate of 45.3% results in the tax-figure shown and 

the net income figure derived previously. Inputed debt- of 

$226,830,000 times the Bell Canada imbedded interest rate of 

6.39% results in . interest charge shown. Adding the interest 
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charge to . the income before taxes resUlts in S32,323,000 earn-' 

ings before interest and taxes. :  Sales revenue $13,051,000 	- 

higher than the revenue actually  • hown is-needed to generate 

the computed earnings before interest.and taxes and offset 

Manitoba.  Telephone's financial advantage  in  being a crown cor-

poration. 	, • 	' 	. . 

. .• Manitoba Telephone -could not raise all its rates to gen-

èrate the required increase in operating inCome. A reasonable 

hypothesis is that it .could raise its local service, intra- .• 

.provincial toll, and othernintra-provincial . rates. A 26.7% 

increase .in these revenues would• generate. the required. increase .  

in revenue. Looking . back at Table  111  we see that Bell Canada 

rates range from 41% to 53% higher than Manitbba l'elephone's . 

*residential exchange rates. Therefore, eliminating Manitoba's 

crown corporation . status advantages would go a long way tOwards-

closing the gap. However, Manitoba Telephone's rates would 

still be . about 15%'below Bell Canadà's rates. 

Carrying out the same analysis • for  Saskatchewan's Telephone 

company reveals that.it would have to raise residential •rates . by 

less •than  one percent, if it were denied the financial advantages 

of being a crown corporation. For one reason or another Saskatche-

wan Telecommunication is able to earn about the same before tax 

return on capital as Bell Canada and still charge substantially 

lower rates, about 35% lower than Bell Canada. The  Alberta Tele-

phone Company with the Edmonton Telephone Company consolidated 
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• 

into it would require a 20% increase in residential exchange 

rates,to, offset the advantages of crown corporation status. 

WitWthis upward adjustment its rates'would'be only slightly ' 

'lower than Bell Canada's. It seems therefore, that all three 

crown corporations have lower residential exchanae rates than. -  . 

Bell Canada in varying degrees even after alloWing  for the  dif- 

ferences due to their adVantages as  crown corporations. 

It should not be inferred from this analysis that :telephone 

. users in Ontario and ,  OUebec would be .17ietter off being serVcd by - 

a crown corporation. The tax:advantage enjoyed by crown cor-

poration'customers are better obtained by makina all telephone. 

Companies free of the corporate indome tax. In fact this ad-

'vantage. the prairie province users enjoy would be wiped out 

if Bell Canada and B.C. Telephone became crown corporations. 

The higher debt  ratios and lower_returns on equity that:are-

typical of'crown corporations represents a subsidy : that pro-

'vincial residents as taxpayers confer on themselves:as tele- 

• phone'users. 	• 

The choice between crown corporation and private ownershiP 

. should be made on the basis of ahifity to.provide service and 

operating efficiency& Without going'into a detailed analysis • 

it is clear that Bell Canada compares favorably . not only with 

the crown corporations but .with the 2.1T&T - system as.well. The 

•differences in residential exchange rates betweenDell Canada: 

and the  prairie  Systems not accounted for by crOwn corporation 
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TABLE TV 

Manitoba Telqphone.Company, Actual and Imputed 
Financial Statement Data, 1973-7A 

• (000) 	• 

•Balance Sheet - March 31, 1974 

• Actual 	Imputed 

Capital Structure 	Amount . 	Percent 	—Amount - 	Percent 

Net long term debt 	$226,830 	. 	83.0 	$130,813 • 	48.0 
Equity  • 	 - 	45,698 • 	.  17.0 	• 	141,715 	52.0  

*Total ..• 
	

- 	$272,528 	100..0 	. - $272,528 	100.0 . ,--  

• -Income. Statement 1973-74 

- Revenues 	 Actual 	Imputed. 

4/ 
Lc:teal Service 	. 	$26,740 	$33,870- 
Intra-Company Toll . 	16,066. 	20,350 4 / 
Other Intra-Company 	- 6,148- 	. 	7,785 4 /. 
TCTS and:Other Intra 
Company  Toll - 	31,532. 	31,532 

Miscellaneous 	572 •' 	572 

Total 	 $81,058 	$94,109 • 

Operating Fxpenses 
Operating Income 
Debt Charges 

. Income before taxes 
Income Taxes 

Income  

$61,786 . 	$61,786 

	

$19,272 	. 	' 73-173->2-'1-)/ 

	

14,796 	8,358 22  ' 

	

(--4-7-rg. 	- .. 	• $23,96-5-2 / - 

	

, . - 	• 10,856Ï1 

	

4,576 	- 13,1092 

'.1/ 
- Imputed equity of $141,715 times Bell Canada return on equity 

- 	. of 9.25%. • • 

gl, 	
• 

a/Based on Bell Canada's tax rate of 45.3%. 
• 

3/ 
-.Based on - cOmputed debt and Bell Canada imbedded interest 

--- rate of 6.39% 	• 

' A 
•

/ 
- Increased by. 26.7% over actual revenues to generate net . 
income figure Shown. 
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status may be due to any number of reasons unrelated to the com-

parative operating performance of the companies. In addition 

Bell Canada plays a leadership role in the development of the 

telecommunications industry in Canada that might not be matched 

if it were changed to a crown corporation. Nonetheless, it 

might well be useful to explore the relative importance of the 

-factors mentioned earlier"in the residual differences between 

.the residential exchange rates charged by Bell Canada and the 

• prairie companies. 

• We have seen that the prices charged  for  residential ex-
. 

changé'service by Bell Canada and the prairie provincial:corn- , 

panies compare very favorably with the prices charged in the 

United States. For the future a reasonable goal in the current 

inflationary environment is to hold the line. If the price is 

not raised and the burden of • cost increases due to inflation 

falls on other services, the pricing of residential exchange 

service may be considered satisfactory. Accordingly, the rates 

for the service should be increased only if it is clearly de- 

. Imonstrated that the alternative price increases in other ser- 

vices are counterproductive. That is, the fall in demand for 

the other services would be too large to meet the company's over-

all revenue requirements, or the performance of the economy as 

11111 &whole would be seriously impaired by the higher rates for 
- 

other services. 
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Our public  policy goals in the pricing of residential ex- , 

change service .may ndt be realizable under the present method 

of pricing. At the present time residential exchange service 

is paid fo through a flat monthly charge'that is independent 

of  how-much the subscriber uses the System. The alternative is 

a lower monthly charge plus a charge .per call, with perhaps 

some number of free calls inclUded in the monthly charge. This  

- alternative  is compatable with Universal. access to the system 

and  eqUality in the distribution of income..'UniverSal access 

does not require free use, and charging for use causes less in•-• 

equality in the distribution of income than raising the monthly, 

• rate. 	• 	 • 

Metering local exchange calls is undeSirable if metering 

'costs are large and if system costs are.indePendent of local 

exchange  use. On the other hand, metering may be the . only 

-feasible alternative to raising the -Monthly charge for 'access to 

the system. This is.the case under the . following conditions: 

new developments in switching technàlogy make metering costs-

substantially lower than they have  been  local exchange'use 

varies over.a wide range among subscribers; system costs. vary 

with system use; and perhaps.most important there is an upward 

secular trend in the average local  exchange use by subscribers 

• •with'system use free. 	. 	. 
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There may also be a place for peak load pricing in the 

pricing of local exchange service. The gains in utilization 

of the system and user benefits from differential evening and 

weekend srates on long distance calls are well known. The use 

of local exchange facilities also seems to vary over the course 

of the day and week more or less depending on the relative mix 

. of business and residential phones on the exchange. As the in-

vestment in local exchange facilities grows, it becomes in- 
... 

creasingly important to consider the use of time of day and 

week pricing both to limit investment in the facilities and to 

ameliorate the burden of usage  •sensitivity pricing. 

Answers to the questions just raised must be found to 

establish the consequences of flat rate pricing of local calls 

for growthin the demand for service and the rise in the flat 

rate charge needed to cover the cost of service. We may be 

entering an era in which usage sensitive and peak load pricing 

is to be preferred. It would seem more desirable to find the 

answers to this question and act on the policy implications 

•" f  than to establish the cost of each type of service without any 

reference to poliby questions. 
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. Entry in Other Lines of Business  

* One of the unsolved problems . of regulation has been what 

to do with . a subsidiary such as Northern Electric which is en- 

gaged in a line of business that would not be considered• subject 

to regulation if it were not owned by a regulated - firm, - Sinée 

such entry poses problems for the pricing of regulated service 

it is appropriately considered here.• 

A simple solution to the problem is to prohibit a 'regulated -

utinty from engaging in the production- Or sale of products  and 

 services other than :the Utility services that it has.been . charter 

cd  to provide. In the case of Northern Electric, it could .be 

argued, following this rule would increase• the cost of telePhone 

equipment to Bell Canada and' its-customers. This is true inso-

far as owning its own equipment producer contributes'to tech-

nological.progress and reduced.  production .and distribution costs - - 

for the equipment.. 

A stronger case can  bernacle for prohibiting a utility from - 

engaging in business'activities unrelated to - the utility  services 

it provides. A.public utility enjoys a lower cost of capita l.  

than. unregulated comPanies in manufacturing and mining. Also,. 

the'utility 'prices are set to cover all costs including a fair 

return on capital. Therefore, when  a utility goes "into another 

line of.business, its,debt capacity and.lower cost of capital 

are used for a different purpose. If the other business proves 

to be unprofitable the utility customers are burdened with the 
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• 

losses incurred. The other side of the coin it may be arglied iS 

that if the nonutility business is exceptionally profitable, 

the gains accrue to the utility customers in the form of lower 

prices  for the utility. services. . 	 _ 

This conclusion assumes that  the  corporate entity and pot - 

. just the utility operation- is subject.to  regulation. Although 

such a policy is conceptually feasible, it:raises a number of 

.',problems. If the non-utility. busines s .  is to earn no more or 

- -,less than the regulated rate Of return, through subsidies to.or 

from the utility operation, what profit incentive is there for 

the utility to engage in the business? Notwithstanding.the 

lack of any inducement for-the stOckholders in having the utility 

• engage in other business ventures, the. management may enjoy 

.thé challenge. However, 'allowing- a utility management 

• to dO.so may well subject other firms to unfair competition and 

_place excessive burdens on the utility's consumers.• Other manu-

-.facturing. firms do mot have a utility operation to provide low 

*. cost capital and absorb unexpected losses. Also,*with this 

captive source of fundS a utility'management .  may nbt show the 

prudence and may not demonstrate the competence required of 

Other firms before embarking on a business venture. 

The alternative course of action is to limit regulation 

to the corporation's utility operations. Losses on the utility 

operations are not compensated for by allowing higher prices on 
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- utility operaticins so that the corporate entity enjoys a return 

equal to . 1ts 'cost of capital. Conversely, gains on non-utiiity 

• f 

• 

operations are not passed.on to utility customers. 

event, what benefit is there-to utility customers, for whom. 

regulation is employèd,in having the utility engage in other 

business activities. -Perhaps more important this policy  places  

an extraordinary burden on the regulatory process. If the • . 

regulator does not have far more resolirces'.and far more com-

petence-than one may,reasonably expect, the utility consumers 

are likely to suffer the worst of both worlds. That is, they • 

will subsidize the unregulated business if it  is  unprofitable 

and fail to enjoy the profits if it is profitable. It seems 	, 

*quite clear that a utility'should not  be -allowed tO engage in 

other.types of business unless,there is good evidence that 

economies of VertiCal integration exist: 

What then should be public policy with regard to Northern 

Electric where-economies of vertical integration may be presumed 

to exist? The Western Electric AT&T relation presents an anala-

gous problem. There, Western Electric is prohibited from selling 

its products'Outside. of the AT&T system-apart from defense con-

:tracts, and prices Charged to AT&T companies are required to be 

no higher'than the prides charged by outside suppliers. . 

•The prohibition on sales outside .of AT&T is designed to . 

Protect other manufacturers of telecommunication and of electronic 

In that 
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equipment in general from.unfair'competition. The fear is that 

high prices to AT&T customers would subsidize open market sales. 

The requirement that Western Electric prices to AT&T customers 

be competitive would seem to allow regulation of the AT&T tele- 

. phone companies without regard for Western Electric profits. 

That is AT&T long lines and operating companies can be regu-

lated to earn their cost of capital, and with Western Electric 

charging them competitive prices its profits are unregulated. 

'However, it is extremely difficult to check on the reason- 

ableness of the prices Western Electric charges. Consequently, 

there is a tendency to look at the rate of returh Western 

Electric earns. If it is higher than the rate of return earned 

by the operating companies, the difference is attributed to ex- 

.cess prices charged by Western Electric, and it is argued that 

the revenue requirement of the operating companies should be re-

duced correspondingly. It is clear that both formally and in-

formally the prices Western Electric charges are influenced by 

: the requirement that it not earn a rate of return that is materi- 

ally different than the return earned by the AT&T *operating com- 

panies. 

The policy governing the AT&T Western Electric relation 

has limited applicability in Canada. Prohibiting Western Electric 

from selling outside of AT&T makes sense. Otherwise, the many 
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other electronic firms in the United States would be subjected 

to unfair competition. However, in Canada we have few if any 

other independent electronic firms. Prohibiting Northern 

Electric from selling to other firms than Bell Canada would 

only protect the market for foreign firms or their branch 

plants in Canada. To seriously curtail the only significant 

•Canadian presence in the electronic industry does not make 

•sense. 	- 

-- 	Furthermore, to regulate Bell Canada so that the corporate 

entity makes a fair rate of return would also curtail Northern 

operations. The profit inducement to expand into other products 

and markets would be eliminated. Notwithstanding the regulatory 

problems and risks presented,.only Bell Canada's telecommunica- 
. 
tion operations should be regulated to earn the cost of capital, 

and Northern Electric should be allowed.to earn whatever profit 

it can, subject to only one condition. The condition is that 

prices charged to Bell Canada should be reasonable. This is 

a difficult policy to enforce, but the alternatives •seem even 

more costly in terms of the national interest. 

? 

, 
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4. International Toll Calls and Computer Services 

• 

In the previous section our examination of Northern Electric' 

went beyond the welfare of telephone Service consumers' narrowly:: 

defined.  Our  policy recommendations were influenced by concern 

fOr the realization of national economic goals, in particular .- 

. the strengthening of Canàdian participation in a high technology 

. 	. 
Industry that offers attractive employment opportunities. 

Similar considerations arise in the pricing of international _ 

'tbll'calls and  in  deciding on the participation of telécommuni-

cation companies  iii the data processing-industry. 

• As . mentioned earlier the rates on long distance toll-calls 

• are considerably higher in Canada than in the  United States. 

Rates on  calls between the two countrieS,.transborder rates , . 

fall between the rates in each country. This may have been 

looked on as a reasonable compromise by those who made the. de- . 

cision, perhaps because they . believed . rates in each country re- 
. 

flected cost and transborder rates should also reflect cost. 

Hewever, a 'very donvincing case-can be made for setting trans-

border rates as high or higher than Canadian rates. 

The.main objection to lower transborder rates is that they 

make transborder communication cheaper than communication within 

Canada. Insofar as price influences communication, it would 

seem more desirable to encourage communication among people and 

business firms in Canada than to encourage it between Canadian 
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and United States individuals and business establishments. It 

seems particularly undesirable to have a firm in New York able 

•to communicate with a customer or subisdiary in Toronto at a 

lower  • ost than a firm in Montréal incurs. This rate Structure •• 

appears to be in clear violation of national communication policy. 

One of the  objectives  in s Setting long distance toll . rates 

is to generate a profit that contributes - to the reduction in 

. local exchange  rates.  There is little . room for doubt that this 
• - 	on a 

is,true...of Canadian long distance rates., . •A possible argument'. 

for not changing transborder rates is that the present rates 

maximize the profit contribution from the service. However, 

it would be most difficult to make a case for this position. 

The demand and cost characteristics of transborder traffic are 

little if at all different from the demand and cost character-

istics of Canadian traffic. It follows that if a rise in 

transborder rates would reduce the traffic's profit contribu-

tion, a reduction in Canadian rates would raise its profit 

• contribution. A more'  reasonabl4 hypothesis is that a rise in 

. 	transborder rates would raise revenue by practically the same 
. 	( 

percentage, .reduce costs somewhat and materially increase the. 

service's profit contribution towards the reduction of other. 

rates, in particular Canadian  long distance rates. 

•The short run  influence on demand of a rise in transborder 

rates is not likely to be perceptible. In the long run the rise- 
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in rates may restrict the rate.of growth in the demand . for the 

service  somewhat. However, insofar as that-is true the reduc7 

tion in Canadian toll rates made poSsible by the increase in 

transborder rates will encourage the long run rate of.growth 

in the demand - for long distance service within Canada. 

The  present level.of transborder toll rates are also 

- anachronistic by comparison with other international toll  rates.  

*Such rates are typidally very high  by comparisonwith toll rates' 

for. national calls over the same distande,:and these high rates . 

• make international calls very profitable. For  instance,. COTC 

(Canadian Overseas Telecommunications Corporation) handles 

all international traffic but the'UnitedStates traffic  •ancL 

. enjoys an exceptionally high rate of return on its investment. 

' . COTC enjoys. this high return, notwithstanding its substantial 

investment, some.would say- overinvéstment in cable facilities, 

the yery unfavorable . térms under which its participates in.the 

commonwealth system, and the siphoning off of some part of the 

Canadian overSeas calls by ciistomer routing of . them through 

New York. . 	 • 	• 
‹. 

The only group that does not seem to participate in the • 

profits from. ..the high prices  overseas calls are the 

national telecommunication users. In fact, it is possible 

that the rates at which TCTS is compensated for the domestic 

legs of overseas calls makes the national telecommunication 

system subsidize COTC. 
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• -Finally, there wotild seem to be no legal problem in rais- 	. 

ing transborder  toll  rates. The ultimate autherity.in setting .  

'international rates is eaeh ceuntry. .A country may set what-

ever price it wishes for incoming and outgoing calls. If‘each 

country sets its .Own price,-the parties to the call pay the sum 

of the two'prices, and the country that charges the higher price 

'gets the best of the deal. To avoid such'confusion two countries 

typically agree to a uniform - set of rates for International calls 

With'the telephone systems of the two countrie sharing'in the ' 

revenues from the calls.regardless of  where the calls origin-

ateà and regardless  of • who pays for the call.  The  two countries' 

. systems share equally in the revenues after deducting sOme 

amount for the cost  of -the  facilities provided if the two 	, 

.countries do-not share equally in the cost of providing the 

facilities. Consequently, if one country ..prefers a high rate. 

between it and another  country the  two will agree on the higher ' 

rate. 

• • In the absence of evidence to the contrary it would seem 

( • desirable to set transborder toll rates'at least 25% higher 

than present Canadian rates and use the Increased profit on 

-the.traffic to reduce Canadian toll rates. 

. 	Turning tà  the computer information industry, we. have a 

.problem analyagous to .the  Northern Electric problem. Should 

Bell Canada, CN-CP and other telecomMunication companies-be 
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allowed to go into the business of selling computer time, pro-

gramming services, and other services related to computer in-

formation? 

The economics of scale provided by very large scale com-

puters, the growth in the use of very large data banks, and 

other developments in the information processing industry have 

increased the use of centralized data processing with remote 

terminals providing users with access to the facilities. In 

'other words data transmission over telecommunication facilities 

• 

has become an increasingly important part of the industry. A 

tele.communication company that also sold computer time, pro-

gramming, data bank management, etc. would therefore have a 

strategic advantage over companies that were limited to the 

other services. 	 • 

I n the United States AT&T and other telecommunication com-

penies are prohibited.from selling anything else than the trans-

mission of data and the equipment that take the data on and off 

the telecommuncation system. That policy .is perfectly sound for 

the United States. It has a large data  processing industry that 

is stimulated by competition to continuously improve the technology 

and reduce the prices of its seryices. Allowing AT&T into the 

industry could easily create a monopoly that would stifle fur- 

ther progress. 

If the saffie conditions hold here inCanada, Bell Canada 

and CP-CN should- also be-prohibited from expanding into other, 
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-pectors of the data processing industry. On the other hand if 

a large fraction of the , industry that• serves Canada is located 

.in the United States, thé . .policy does ,not protect' a high tech-

nology successful Canadian industry from unfair competition.. • 

It protects the United States.data processing industry against -

competition from a few firms that might be able to provide- a • 

material.increase in ,the Canadian presence - in the industry. 

. There certainly are alternative policies to prohibiting 

•Cana9ian telecommunication - firms from engaging in data pro-  • 

cessing that can be employedto.protect Canada's few small 

independent fir-ms. Instead - of these alternative policies, 

there is now a prohibition-on participation in the industry 

by telecommunication companies.  In addition there is a rate 

structure.which makes it cheaper to move data between Toronto • 

and New York than between Toronto and Montreal. Cost and dé 7. 

'mand studies designed . to answer policy  questions suCh as thoSe -

raised here would seem to be more useful than studies designed . 

to determine the cost price  relations that exist .for different 

types of services - without regard for what one would -do with the 

knowledge that cost price relations vary from one service to tbc -

next. ' 


